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Abstract: A semantic tableau prover was implemented in Prolog for the following three many-
valued logics: First Degree Entalment (FDE), (Strong) Kleene’s Logic (K3), and the Logic of
Paradox (LP). These logics have one or two truth values more than classical logic, which only
has the truth values true and false. The tableau rules for these three logics are similar, but differ
in regard to their use of the non-classical truth values. The tableau prover uses the sound and
complete tableau rules of the corresponding logics, and uses the same precedence hierarchy for
the connectives as humans. The system was tested in a survey on interface and usability with
regard to two types of proofs and counterexamples. In the first case, the proof tree was made
with a depth-first approach, and the second proof tree was made with a breadth-first approach.
In this survey, the breadth-first search proof was preferred. No examination of efficiency was
done.

1 Introduction

In contrast with classical logic, the kinds of log-
ics used in this paper are not two-valued (true and
false), but many-valued logics. These logics are also
different from the fuzzy logics, as there is no gradu-
ation in truthfullness and falseness. Each formula is
either true, false, neither or both. When considering
classical logic, one can come across some interest-
ing paradoxes, like the liar paradox (Priest, 2008).
Consider the sentence “This sentence is false”. If
it is the case that the sentence is true, then what
it says is the case. Hence it is false. So true con-
cludes into false, and vice versa: if the sentence is
false, then it is true. That is not ordinary. Thus,
one comes upon truth value gluts (both true and
false seem to be the case, as with the liar paradox)
and truth value gaps (neither true nor false seems
to be the case, which one could argue holds as well
for the liar paradox).

As for programming, one can have a program
that concludes yes/true/succeed, no/false/fail, in
addition to the failure option of a non-terminating
program, which keeps running forever. In that case,
one does not know the resulting output value of
that program.

Kleene found a solution to this kind of phe-
nomenon in logic. He introduced the third truth

value, being undefined (u) (Kuznetsov, 1994; Mali-
nowski, 2014). This means that the value is not yet
defined as either true or false, but it can get such a
value later on, when more information is provided.
We refer to this logic as K3.

Later on, in order to not only fill the truth value
gap, but also to include the truth value gluts in
logic, the First Degree Entailment (FDE) logic was
founded by Belnap (1977). This logic has the truth
values true, false, both (true and false) and nei-
ther. For more information about this kind of logic
see (Fitting, 2018; Hanson, 1980; Restall, 2017;
Shramko, Zaitsev, and Belikov, 2017).

Consider Kleene’s logic (K3) as a super-logic of
FDE, which has only truth value gaps besides true
and false. One can also guess that there is a coun-
terpart logic opposed to Kleene’s logic, which does
have truth value gluts, not not gaps. Indeed it ex-
ists, and it is called the logic of paradox, introduced
by Priest (Petrukhin, 2017; Restall, 2017). We refer
to this logic as LP.

This combination of logics is viewed in a nice
way in lattices, in particular Ginsberg’s bi-lattices
(Ginsberg, 1986, 1988, as cited in Fitting, 1990).
See Figure 1.1. When the top node does not ex-
ist, the semi-complete lattice for Kleene’s logic is
acquired. When the bottom node does not exist,
the semi-complete lattice for the logic of paradox
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Figure 1.1: Bi-lattice representation of the FDE
four-valued logic (Fitting, 2018).

is acquired. These lattices are often used in reports
to explain the relations between the four possible
truth values (Fitting, 1989, 1990, 1994, 2018; Loyer,
Spyratos, and Stamate, 2004).

Bi-lattices show the relations between true, false,
both and neither in two different ways: horizontally,
the truth value (t) increases from left to right, and
vertically, the amount of knowledge or information
(k) increases from top to bottom. Let ‘true’ stand
for true, let ‘false’ stand for false, let ‘⊥’ stand for
neither (i.e. underdefined), and let ‘>’ stand for
both true and false (i.e. overdefined).

False and true are the least and greatest elements
under the truth ordering (t); ⊥ and > are least
and greatest elements under the knowledge order-
ing (k). Such a lattice is a complete lattice, and it is
a distributive one; it has 12 distributive laws. This
means that the meet and join operations for each
partial ordering are monotone with respect to the
other ordering.

So, when one takes the meet (∧) of true and
false (true∧false) in the truth value ordering (≤t),
false is derived (the truest/rightmost thing being
less true/to the left of both of them). The join (∨)
of true and false (true ∨ false) is true (it takes on
the value of the truest thing of the two). Similarly,
> ∨ ⊥ = true and > ∧ ⊥ = false. These are oper-

ations on the truth ordering (≤t), the similar meet
and join operations of the knowledge ordering (≤k)
are ⊗ and ⊕.

The ⊗ is the consensus operator, thus x⊗y refers
to the highest knowledge value that x and y can
agree on (in the ≤k ordering): It refers to the truth
value that is the highest one below both x and y,
like the intersection operation on sets. Therefore,
true ⊗ false = ⊥ and > ⊗ true = true. The ⊕
is the gullibility operator, which is similar to the
union operation on sets. It accepts any knowledge
value, thus true⊕⊥ = true and ⊥⊕ false = false
and true⊕ false = >.

Likewise, there is an operation in the truth order-
ing for negation (¬), which swaps the truth values
left-right, so ¬false becomes true, ¬true becomes
false, but > and ⊥ remain unchanged (as there is
no such opposite in the bi-lattice). The negation in
the up-down order is called conflation (−). Thus,
−⊥ becomes >, −> becomes ⊥, and true and false
remain unchanged now, as there is no opposite of
them in the bi-lattice.

1.1 This research project

The research question for this Bachelor’s project
was: Is it possible to build a complete and correct
semantic tableau prover for the many-valued logics
FDE, K3 and LP in Prolog that has a satisfactory
interface and usability, including counter-examples,
being depth-first search and breadth-first search
oriented, and which of those two is preferred?

The hypothesis was that the breadth-first search
interface would be preferred, as it is the most sim-
ilar to a tableau proof on paper.

The rest of this article is structured as follows:
In the next section, the semantics and the tableau
rules for FDE, K3 and LP are presented. The third
section describes the methods used for creating this
semantic tableau prover system. The fourth section
contains the results of the survey among students.
In the final section, the discussion and conclusion
are considered. Finally, in an appendix, the instruc-
tions for the participants and the tested queries can
be found, along with the survey used and comments
on the system.
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2 Many-Valued Logics

In this section, more information can be found
about the semantic tableau rules and proof trees
of the three many-valued logics: FDE, K3 and LP.
One can skip this section, if one knows these logics
already. For more information on these logics, see
e.g. (Priest, 2008).

To start off, take a look at the four-valued First
Degree Entailment logic. Later on, one can derive
the semantics of Kleene’s logic and the logic of
paradox, by removing one of the four truth val-
ues and adding one extra branch closure rule to
the proof trees. The closure rules are used to get
either an inconsistent (closed) or consistent (open)
tableau. Open complete tableaux lead to counter-
examples for the to-be-proven statement. A tableau
with at least one open branch is already an open
tableau. For a closed tableau, all branches need to
be closed.

2.1 First Degree Entailment

In contrast with classical logic, next to not having
the implication binary connectives (denoted → or
⊃) and thus no equivalence relation (P ≡ Q :=
(P ⊃ Q) ∧ (Q ⊃ P )), there is a need to express
four different truth values in FDE. This is done by
the interpretation V, which is the mapping from
propositional parameters to the set of truth values
[0, 1, neither, both] (see Figure 2.4).

An input formula (say Q) may relate to true
(Qρ1); it may relate to false (Qρ0); it may relate
to both (Qρ1 and Qρ0); or it may relate to nei-
ther (). So, the fact that a formula is false (relates
to 0) does not mean that it is untrue: it may also
relate to 1. This is the main idea behind the seman-
tics for FDE. See Figure 2.1 for some definitions of
these semantics (given that the atomic formulas are
known), where ‘iff’ stands for ‘if and only if’. The
figures in this paper are mainly used from (Kooi
and Verbrugge, 2018), as they are clear to read.

In the proof trees in this paper, ‘related to true’ is
noted as a plus sign (+) next to the corresponding
clause, and ‘related to false’ is noted as a minus sign
(−) next to the corresponding clause. Intuitively,
A,+ means that A is true, and A,− means that it
is not related to true. Note that ¬A,+ no longer
means the same, intuitively, as A,−.

——————————————————————
(A ∧B)ρ1 iff Aρ1 and Bρ1
(A ∧B)ρ0 iff Aρ0 or Bρ0
(A ∨B)ρ1 iff Aρ1 or Bρ1
(A ∨B)ρ0 iff Aρ0 and Bρ0
(¬A)ρ1 iff Aρ0
(¬A)ρ0 iff Aρ1

——————————————————————

Figure 2.1: Semantics of logics based on FDE
(Kooi and Verbrugge, 2018).

Designated values D are the subset of the inter-
pretations V that are considered valid. To check
whether an inference is valid, one needs to check
the premises (preconditions or antecedent), which
contain knowledge that is given beforehand, to
check whether conclusion can be derived from those
premises. An inference is therefore valid (e.g. con-
sidered true) if for every interpretation V, (1) one
of the premises has a non-designated value) or if (2)
the conclusion is related to a designated value while
the premises are also related to a designated value.
An inference without premises is a logical truth if
for any interpretation V, the interpretation of the
conclusion is a designated value. The definition to
check for validity can be seen in Figure 2.2.

——————————————————————
Σ |= A iff for every interpretation ρ, if Bρ1 for all
B ∈ Σ, then Aρ1.

Special case, logical truth: |= A iff for every
interpretation ρ, Aρ1.
——————————————————————

Figure 2.2: Validity of inferences based on FDE
(Kooi and Verbrugge, 2018).

Since validity in FDE is defined in terms of truth
preservation, the designated values consist only of
the values that are considered to be (at least) true
in FDE, so ‘true’ and ‘both true and false’ are con-
sidered designated values in FDE.

To test the validity of an inference in a logic,
FDE in this case, one checks whether the inference
A1, . . . , An `FDE B is valid in the FDE logic us-
ing a tableau. This is done by starting with an ini-
tial list of the form in Figure 2.3. The initial list
contains a list of knowledge that one knows be-
forehand. The absence of the relation to true of the
conclusion is added to that list (B,− is added if the
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A1,+
...

An,+
B,−

Figure 2.3: Deriving an inference of a logic based
on FDE: the initial list of a tableau (Kooi and
Verbrugge, 2018).

conclusion was B). In this way, one investigates in a
methodological manner whether a counter-example
exists for the inference, namely, an interpretation V
that makes A1, . . . , An true, but not B.

Next, the semantic tableaux rules in Figure 2.5
(with underlying truth tables for FDE found in Fig-
ure 2.4) are used to come to the conclusion whether
the inference is indeed valid or not valid.

The (only) branch closure rule of FDE applies
when the proof tree contains both A,+ and A,−
on the same branch for some formula A. Only then
will the branch of the proof tree close.

f¬
1 0
b b
n n
0 1

f∧ 1 b n 0
1 1 b n 0
b b b 0 0
n n 0 n 0
0 0 0 0 0

f∨ 1 b n 0
1 1 1 1 1
b 1 b 1 b
n 1 1 n n
0 1 b n 0

Figure 2.4: The 3 truth tables for FDE (Kooi
and Verbrugge, 2018).

2.2 Kleene’s logic

Kleene’s logic (K3) and its semantics can be derived
from the FDE logic, when the truth value ‘both
true and false’ is removed, while an extra branch
closure rule is added. When one non-classical logic
truth value is removed, the other one is called ‘i’ by
convention (instead of ‘n’, as before with FDE).

Consequently, in Kleene’s logic, there is only a
truth value given to the truth value gaps (neither

A ∧B,+

A,+

B,+

A ∧B,−

A,− B,−

A ∨B,+

A,+ B,+

A ∨B,−

A,−

B,−

¬(A ∧B),+

¬A ∨ ¬B,+

¬(A ∧B),−

¬A ∨ ¬B,−

¬(A ∨B),+

¬A ∧ ¬B,+

¬(A ∨B),−

¬A ∧ ¬B,−

¬¬A,+

A,+

¬¬A,−

A,−

Figure 2.5: Semantic tableau rules for FDE, K3

and LP (Kooi and Verbrugge, 2018).

true nor false being the case). This is also called
the exclusion constraint, as there is no possibility
that a propositional parameter A both relates to
true and to false (Aρ1, Aρ0).

The designated value in K3 is only the truth
value ‘true’. Otherwise, the validity is handled in
a similar way: An inference is valid if for every in-
terpretation V, (1) one of the premises is false (not
a designated value, e.g. ‘false’ or ‘i’) or if (2) the
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conclusion is related to a designated value while
the premises are also related to a designated value
e.g. ‘true’ for K3. This is still conveyed by Figure
2.2.

Furthermore, in Kleene’s logic, the law of the ex-
cluded middle is not valid, so 6`K3

p∨¬p (check for
yourself when the valuation of P is ‘i’ in the truth
tables in Figure 2.6). Actually, there are no logical
truths (tautologies) in K3. (p∧¬p) `K3 q is valid in
K3, since the ‘p∧¬p’ part (p and not p) can never
assume a designated value, and therefore q vacu-
ously follows (see Figure 2.2), hence contradictions
can entail anything.

The extra closure rule for K3 compared to FDE
is: close the branch if it contains both A,+ and
¬A,+.

f¬
1 0
i i
0 1

f∧ 1 i 0
1 1 i 0
i i i 0
0 0 0 0

f∨ 1 i 0
1 1 1 1
i 1 i i
0 1 i 0

Figure 2.6: Truth tables for K3 and LP (Kooi
and Verbrugge, 2018).

2.3 Logic of paradox

When instead of the exclusion constraint, the ex-
haustion constraint is used, the LP logic is ac-
quired. The truth value ‘neither true nor false’ is
dropped from the FDE logic, and the ‘both true
and false’ value is named ‘i’. This means that now
truth value gluts are considered (instead of truth
value gaps). A propositional parameter A in this
logic may thus relate to true (Aρ1), to false (Aρ0),
to both true and false (Aρ1, Aρ0), but never to nei-
ther true nor false ().

The designated values in LP are ‘i’ (both true
and false) and ‘true’, similar to the ‘at least true’
of the FDE logic. The validity is handled in the
same way as with FDE: the inference is only not
valid if the premises have a designated value while
the conclusion does not have a designated value.

In contrast with Kleene’s logic, in the logic of
paradox, contradictions do not entail everything:
p ∧ ¬p 6`LP q, take the value ‘i’ for p and the value
0 for q to see a counter-example, as the premise’s
value ‘i’ is a designated value in LP. Modus po-
nens is invalid: p,¬p ∨ q 6`LP q, where the counter-
example assigns the value ‘i’ to p, and 0 to q, see
Figure 2.6.

The extra branch closure rule for LP compared
to FDE is: close the branch if it contains both A,−
and ¬A,−.

2.4 Counter-models

If the original inference is valid (meaning that the
conclusion B has a designated value, thus B be-
ing related to true (+) whenever all premises have
designated values (related to true), the proof tree
would have come to contradictions on every branch
when starting with with the initial list (which in-
cludes the conclusion B, being related to false (−)).
The (only) closure condition of FDE occurs when
a branch of the proof tree contains both A,+ and
A,− for some formula A.

Otherwise, when the inference is not valid, there
would be (at least one) branch of the proof tree
which is complete (all rules that can be applied,
have been applied) and open (no contradiction
found in the proof tree regarding A,+ and A,−
for FDE). Counter-models can be read off from
the open complete branches of tableaux. For ev-
ery propositional parameter/atom p, if there is a
node of the form p,+, set pρ1 (p is related to true);
if there is a node of the form ¬p,+, set pρ0 (p is
related to false). No other facts about p obtain.
One can then make the counter-example for the in-
ference with all provided relations ρ. Propositional
parameters without explicit relations are not given
any relations, as nothing about p obtains (in con-
trast to classical logic, where one can come up with
arbitrary values (true/false)).

When the proof tree is not closed off in the logic
K3, henceforth the inference being invalid in K3, a
counter-model can be read off from a open complete
branch of the tableau in the same way as with the
First Degree Entailment logic.

When the inference is invalid due to an open com-
plete branch in the proof tree in the logic of para-
dox (LP), a counter-model can be read off from the
open branch of the tableau in a different way: if
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p,− is not on the branch (but p,+ may be), set p
related to 1 (true). If ¬p,− is not on the branch
(but ¬p,+ may be), set p related to 0 (false). No
other facts about p obtain.

If one would add the extra branch closure rules
of both K3 and LP to FDE, e.g. if one makes an
interpretation of FDE with both exclusion and ex-
haustion, then one would end up with classical logic
again. This follows naturally, as both non-classical
truth values are removed from the semantics.

Counter-examples from tableaux in Kleene’s
logic and the logic of Paradox tableaux are also
FDE counter-examples. Additionally, there are
more branches left open with the FDE logic than
with K3 or LP, thus more counter-examples can be
found with FDE. Consequently, less inferences are
valid in FDE than in K3 and LP, as FDE has less
closed-off proof trees.

3 Methods

While most provers are about classical logic (two
truth values) and/or modal logic (multiple worlds)
(Loo, 2017), only some of them using the program-
ming language Prolog (Manthey and Bry, 1998;
Stickel, 1984, 1988), this one is about the three non-
modal many-valued logics FDE, K3 and LP.

Whenever such a many-valued logic prover is
built (by for example: Beckert, Hahnle, Oel, and
Sulzmann (1970); Beckert, Gerberding, Hahnle,
and Kernig (1992); Beckert and Posegga (1995)),
all kinds of programming languages are used, but
rarely Prolog. In this paper however, Prolog is
used as the programming language. In particular,
the SWI-Prolog interpreter is used (version 7.6.3,
but newer versions should be compatible too),
which can be downloaded from https://www.swi-
prolog.org/download/stable.

To understand what our system is about, Sub-
section 3.1 explains how a tableau, i.e. a proof tree
is built, and how one can get the counter-examples
from it. After that, Subsection 3.2 explains what
the programming language Prolog actually is about
and how it works. Additionally, Subsection 3.3 ex-
plains the design choices that have been made. The
final Subsection 3.4 explains the survey held regard-
ing the many-valued semantic tableau prover.

3.1 Building a tableau

When buidling a tableau, one first needs to consult
Figure 2.3 to start the inference, and then consult
the semantic tableaux rules of Figure 2.5 to draw
the actual tableau. Only after that, one can check
for the closing rules (being different for FDE, K3

and LP) of the branches of the tableau.

Doing this with pen and paper requires just
that, but programming a system to build those
tableaux and counter-examples automatically takes
some more effort (Paulson, 1989, 1996, 1999). The
semantic tableau rules need to be implemented in
the programming language, which requires some
consideration. All rules need to be handled cor-
rectly, the relations of true, false, both and neither
need to be represented, and the tableaux need to
be represented.

In this paper, the tableau is actually printed out
by the system. Additionally, this system will give
the actual counter-examples that can be found from
those tableaux.

Humans try to solve tableaux in the simplest
way possible, and this system uses the same ap-
proach. This means that first all rules are applied
that do not split the tableau into different branches,
to make the tableau as small and comprehensible
as possible. Only when there is no other rule ap-
plicable anymore, rules that split the tableau into
branches are applied. Consequently, the rules for
A∧B,+ and A∨B,− and negation are preferably
used before the rules for A ∧B,− and A ∨B,+.

There is no consensus about what branch one
applies the next semantic tableaux rule on. Hence-
forth, one can either use a so-called depth-first
search (DFS) or a breadth-first search (BFS) ap-
proach to make and solve tableaux. This is up to
the preference of the user of a tableau. For this sys-
tem, both DFS and BFS are an option to use for
completing the tableaux.

When considering DFS, one first completes the
most leftward branch, before applying rules to an-
other branch (vertical). When considering BFS, one
applies rules in a horizontal way, by switching be-
tween branches after applying one rule. See Figure
3.1 for the differences between DFS and BFS.

DFS goes in this order: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), q,+,
p,+, x (closing the branch), then next to it ¬p,+,
back to ¬q,+ at level 6, then p,+, x (closing the
branch), and finally, next to it, ¬p,+.
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BFS goes in this order: (1), (2), (3), (4) (5), (both
q,+ and ¬q,+), (6), followed by all 4 mentioned on
level 7, from left to right), and then closes the two
branches (from left to right).

So, DFS checks q ∨ ¬q, then p ∨ ¬p on the left,
and then q∨¬q and p∨¬p again on the right, while
BFS checks q ∨ ¬q once, and then p ∨ ¬p once.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(q ∨ ¬q), (p ∨ ¬p) `FDE p
q ∨ ¬q,+ X
p ∨ ¬p,+ X

p,−

q,+

p,+
x
4, 6

¬p,+

¬q,+

p,+
x
4, 6

¬p,+

initial list
initial list
initial list

2 ∨ Elim

3 ∨ Elim

Figure 3.1: Differences between depth-first and
breadth-first search order on the inference:
(q ∨ ¬q), (p ∨ ¬p) `FDE p

In Figure 3.1, ‘initial list’ stands for the asser-
tion of antecendents e.g. the premises, and for the
assertion of the lack of ‘related to true’ of the con-
clusion, and ‘∨ Elim’ and ‘∧ Elim’ stand for the
elimination rule of the disjunction symbol and con-
junction symbol respectively (with the row number
of that symbol in front). Where a branch of this
proof tree closes, the numbers are shown which led
to the closure of the branch.

The two branches are closed off because p,− and
p,+ may not appear on the same branch according
to FDE (the branch closure rule), and thus subse-
quently for its super-logics K3 and LP. Simultane-
ously, no closure rule in FDE, K3 or LP exist for
having both p,− and ¬p,+ on the same branch,
so those branches remain open, consequently being
the branches from which one can read off counter-
examples showing that the inference is not valid.

3.2 Prolog

To get a really complete understanding of what
Prolog is about and how to implement it, it is rec-
ommended to check out the Prolog book by Bratko
(1990) or Blackburn, Bos, and Striegnitz (2006).
Here a necessary but not complete/sufficient ex-
planation is given.

3.2.1 Sentences, knowledge bases, queries
and symbols

Sentences in Prolog code (called clauses) are sepa-
rated into two parts: a knowlegde base which holds
the factual information, and rules to derive new in-
formation.

To run the system, one asks a query/question
to the prover, which it will then try to verify by
deducing new facts using the existing knowledge
base and the rules by modus ponens. The knowl-
edge base and rules are searched through from top
to bottom, and the clauses are processed from left
to right, so therefore Prolog has a natural depth-
first search strategy.

When it succeeds, it prints ‘true’, and when it
fails, it prints ‘fail’ to the output. Whenever a true
is printed out, it could also be the case that in ad-
dition to that answer, there is another possibility
to derive the answer to the query. That alternative
answer can then be found by the additional input
‘;’. Prolog will then backtrack to the goal at the
last choice point, in order to try a different path to
derive and satisfy the same goal. When there is no
alternative answer, the output will be ‘fail’.

There are atoms, functions, and variables in Pro-
log. An atom starts with a lowercase letter and has
no arguments. A function, in contrast, has one or
more arguments, while still starting with a lower-
case letter. A variable starts with an uppercase let-
ter and can be unified with (take on the value and
meaning of) an atom or function.

Additionally, there are some operators prede-
fined, like ‘,’, ‘;’ to denote conjunction and disjunc-
tion respectively. As told before, the disjunction op-
erator can also be used to ask an alternative unifica-
tion for a variable for the answer of the query. There
is also a symbol (‘[]’) to denote a (now empty) list,
which can consist of multiple atoms.

3.2.2 Clauses

As told before, clauses are either facts or rules.
Rules have a head an a body, while facts only con-
sist of the head. See the example Algorithm 3.1 for
how this looks in Prolog. You can read rules as the
head being true if the body of the rule is found true.

Rules can also be recursive. In that case, the rule
calls itself, with a slight modification: it solves a
smaller instance of the same problem, after solv-
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ing a basic case (see Algorithm 3.1 for the code of
printList()).

A fact can also be a dynamic one, when defined as
such (by typing ‘:-dynamic(predicate(arguments)).’
(see Algorithm 3.1) where the arguments can be the
underscore character ‘ ’ to not be specific about
what can be used. Therefore, underscore is called
the anonymous variable. Facts can be added by as-
serting them (assert(happy(finn)).) or deleted by
retracting them (retract(happy(kim))), see Algo-
rithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1 Examples of Prolog clauses

happy(kim).
%kim is happy, a fact

couple(kim, mike):- loves(kim, mike), loves(mike,
kim).
%kim and mike are a couple if kim loves mike and
vice versa, a rule

descend(X,Y):- child(X,Y).
descend(X,Y):- descend(Z,Y), child(X,Z).
%an example of a recursive rule

printList([]) :- nl.
printList([H—T]) :- write(H), printList(T).
%example of a recursive way to traverse a list and
print it with the predicate ‘write’.

:-dynamic(happy( )).
%now one can add or delete knowledge about the
predicate happy() with 1 argument.

assert(happy(finn)).
retract(happy(kim)).
assert(couple(pin,finn)).

3.2.3 Functions

There are some functions which write the output
(‘write()’, ‘nl’, ‘writeln()’ where the first just writes
what is in between the brackets, the second prints
a new line, and the third does both). These output
functions are used to produce the proof tree and
the counter-examples.

There are also functions which can help to find
several facts or rules in your code. These are ‘find-
all(X,happy(X),List)’, ‘bagof(X,happy(X),List)’,

and ‘setof(X,happy(X),List)’. The first argument
will be searched for in places where that argument
occurs in the second argument, and then it gets
placed in the third argument (a list).

The differences between these three are that (1)
‘findall’ is equivalent to ‘bagof’ if all free variables
are bound with the existential operator, except that
then ‘bagof’ fails when the second argument has
no solutions. The difference between ‘bagof’ and
‘setoff’ (2) is that ‘setof’ sorts the result to get a
sorted list of alternatives without duplicates.

3.2.4 Negation

Prolog also has its own logic about negation. This
form of negation, called ‘negation by failure’, means
that a query cannot be found true if there is no ev-
idence for it of being true (when there is no ‘X’
as a conclusion, one concludes ‘not X’). This is
quite problematic for (many-valued) logics such as
FDE, K3 and LP: it’s difficult to specify the mean-
ing of such programs, and queries involving free
variables may behave unexpectedly. So, Fitting has
suggested ‘negation by refutation’ (1989). In any
case, in this paper the negation is implemented as
a symbol rather than the logic meaning of it. The
symbols ‘+ , - , * , / , < , > , = , : , . , & , ∼’ are
already used by Prolog itself, so in this paper ‘not’
is used (an atom in Prolog) as negation.

3.3 The program

For this system, a subset of the many-valued log-
ics (K3, LP, FDE) of (Priest, 2008) is used, sub-
sequently making this prover sound, but not com-
plete. There are certain restrictions to this system.
For example, one cannot input a premise that may
cause the tableau to branch, and there can only
be one branching moment per proof tree. For the
survey, all inferences were proven correct.

In general, this system is started by typing a
query consisting of a function with a list, a ‘|’ sym-
bol, the logic (either fde, k3 or lp), and another list.
The first list may contain the premises or it may be
left empty (no premises beforehand). The list after
the ‘|’ symbol contains the to be proven conclusion.

In the program, that complete query input line
triggers the first rule, which asserts the premises
(being related to true) one by one into the knowl-
edge base, prints them to the output, and prints
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the conclusion (being not related to true). In Figure
3.2, you can see an example of an input for the sys-
tems, which corresponds to ‘p∧q `FDE r∨(p∧¬p)’.
In Figure 3.3 the corresponding output is shown for
the depth-first search system and in Figure 3.4 the
corresponding output is shown for the breadth-first
search system.

——————————————————————
prove([p,’&’,q], ’|’,fde, [r, ’V’, ’{’,p, ’&’, not, p,’}’]).
——————————————————————

Figure 3.2: Possible input for the Prolog pro-
gram.

In addition to asserting and printing the premises
and conclusion, the first rule also calls upon other
functions to try to prove the conclusion (e.g. make
the tableau), and the function to show what the
counter-examples may be. Each step in the tableau-
making process is printed to the output, however
the order of rules applied may not be top-down:
systematically, the rules that do not make new
branches are applied first, while the rules that make
new branches are postponed until no other rules ap-
ply anymore.

Figure 3.3: Corresponding depth-first search
output of the Prolog program of Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.4: Corresponding breadth-first search
output of the Prolog program of Figure 3.2.

3.3.1 General and individual components

To get a general idea of the structure of the code
used for this paper, see Figure 3.5. Note that this
is not the way that the code actually looks like, but
rather explains what happens in the Prolog code.
For the full program, check:
github.com/YvonneHoven/PrologTableauProver.

3.3.2 Design choices

For this system, the logic of Prolog itself has been
avoided by using different symbols than the logical
operators. This was considered necessary, since e.g.
negation in Prolog does not work like the negation
of our many-valued logics, and the logic of paradox
has no modus ponens while Prolog does use that.

To print the full tableau in the breadth-first
search, the use of the ‘;’ operator in Prolog, which is
used as a disjunction, was also rejected. Otherwise,
one would print the other option of the disjunc-
tion not on the same line anymore. For depth-first
search however, the disjunctive Prolog operator ‘;’
was used, to print another branch every time an-
other answer is requested.

The input should be given to the program in list
form, so that (theoretically endless) inferences can
be proven or disproven, as Prolog can use recursion
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——————————————————————
%%% helper functions.
assert([Premises]):- write(Premises, +),
assert([Premises with the rules applied to it]).

findall(Variables, Function in which the vari-
able occurs, List):- putting all variables (that are
in that function) into a list.

check(TrueP, FalseP):- check if there are any
variables put into the list mentioned, e.g. whether
there are branching rules which still need to be
applied.

makecounterexamples(logic):-
printLiterals, printCounters(logic).
printLiterals:- prints all literals on the branch.
printCounters(logic):- prints for fde/k3/lp literals
that caused the branch to close or gives related to
true and false for atoms in counter-examples.

%%% The starting function, which calls upon
other functions to solve the tableau.
prove([premises, |, logic, [conclusion]):-
assert(premises), write(conclusion, -),
proof(premises, +), proof(conclusion, -), find-
all([Y], toprove(Y, +), TP), findall([X], toprove(X,
-), FP), check(TP, FP), makecounterexam-
ples(logic).

%%% the logic rules
proof(A, &, B, +):- proof(A, +), nl, proof(B, +).

proof(A, V, B, +):- assert(toprove([A, V, B],
+)).

prove([not, {, H, &, H2, }|T], ’+’):- write(not, H,
V, not, H2, +), proof((not, H), V, (not, H2), +),
nl, prove(T, +).
——————————————————————

Figure 3.5: Most important components of the
Prolog program

with lists.

To be able to check for closure rules and thus
closing of branches, assertions of literals are used
to keep track of all literals on the branches. In the
end, those literals are checked by the logic that was
used (e.g. either FDE, K3 or LP), to use the corre-

sponding closure rules to close tableaux or to give
the corresponding counter-examples.

3.4 About the survey

To measure the user-friendliness of the interface, a
survey was held among 7 students of the Univiver-
sity of Groningen, who have followed the course
‘Advanced Logic’. All students used this Prolog
tableau prover system in the same room, on the
same computer, with the same SWI-prolog pro-
gram, to cancel out confounding variables of noise
and computer processors. In all cases, all the par-
ticipants (students) had to use the same inputs of
inferences, consequently leading to the same out-
puts.

First, all participating students had to make one
tableau on paper, to determine whether they pre-
ferred a depth-first search (DFS) or breadth-first
search (BFS) approach themselves. That tableau
proof was: ¬A ∧ ¬E `FDE ¬((A ∧B) ∨ (D ∧ E)).

After that, a block of 3 (one for the logic FDE,
one for K3, and one for LP) DFS inferences had to
be tested by the participants through the system,
which was followed by a survey concerning the DFS
approach. Then another block of almost the same 3
tests (using different variables, but the same opera-
tors) had to be tested for BFS, after which a survey
was held regarding the BFS approach.

In addition, another block of both DFS and BFS
inferences was done (with other inferences), with
the same two corresponding surveys. This was done
to give the participants a better grasp of the dif-
ferences between the two systems, since they have
to fill in the survey again when they have tested
both systems already. Participants were told that
they were going to work with and be asked about
two different systems, D and B. It was made clear
to them that each survey is only about the system
of the most recent block.

These surveys were made in accordance with the
System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1996): 10
questions, with a score between 0 and 4 (the Lik-
ert scale: between strongly disagree and strongly
agree). Questions that are phrased negatively, to
avoid quick mindless answering, have the opposite
score between 4 and 0.

This final score of 10 questions was then normal-
ized to a scale between 0 and 100 (total score times
2.5). The survey was held twice for both the DFS
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and BFS search strategies, and those two scores per
search strategy were averaged per participant. Fur-
thermore, the average scores per search strategy as
a whole were compared to each other, in the way
of the SUS: a higher score means a higher satisfac-
tion. Furthermore, the scores are similar to grading
systems (divided by ten): a six is sufficient, an eight
is a good score.

The queries that were tested represent the possi-
ble diversities in the logic operators (‘not’, ‘&’, ‘V’),
the diversity in the possible logics (FDE, K3, LP),
and represents both open branches with counter-
examples and closed branches.

For the instructions given to the participants be-
forehand and the Prolog queries that were tested
by the participants, see the appendix. The ques-
tions asked in the survey and the comments on the
system are also included in the appendix.

4 Experiments and Results

Let us first take a look at the raw data that was
acquired from this experiment. There were 7 partic-
ipants, which all, except for one, used the breadth-
first search strategy on paper.

All odd questions were phrased positively, while
all even questions were phrased negatively.

Per participant, the total (implicit) points were
derived by each survey (two times DFS and two
times BFS), after which the points were normalized
to system usability scores by multiplying the points
by 2.5. The results of this can be seen in Table 4.1.

Furthermore, the average of both DFS surveys
per participant, and the average of both BFS sur-
veys per participant were calculated. This score was
also used to derive the remaining graphs and fig-
ures.

In the first Figure (4.1), system usability scores
per participant can be seen. This shows the (nor-
malized) scores, averaged per search strategy. Since
there are 7 participants, each line in the graph rep-
resents one participant. The scale of the y axis goes
from 0 to 100, because that is the possible range of
the normalized system usability scores. All lines ex-
cept for one show a slight slope upwards.

As said before, the participants had to make one
tableau proof on paper. The distribution of how
many participants used which search strategy in
that tableau proof is 1 participant for DFS versus

Table 4.1: Normalized raw data: system usabil-
ity scores per search strategy. In the first col-
umn, the number of the participant is given, to-
gether with the search strategy that the partic-
ipant used on paper to test the inference.

participant
number
and search
strategy
used

score
DFS 1

score
BFS 1

score
DFS 2

score
BFS 2

1 B 62.5 57.5 60 57.5
2 D 72.5 97.5 85 82.5
3 B 65 70 52.5 70
4 B 72.5 75 70 77.5
5 B 47.5 50 50 52.5
6 B 85 90 95 97.5
7 B 87.5 95 95 97.5

Figure 4.1: Comparison between the average
system usability scores per search strategy. Each
line represents the scores of a single participant.

6 participants for BFS.
Interestingly, the distribution of which search

strategy got a higher score is the same, as 6 out of 7
lines in Figure 4.1 go upwards, while 1 goes down.
In Figure 4.1, it is also visible that the difference
between participants can be rather big (scores of 50
versus 90), while the difference within participants
is rather small (for example: 92 versus 97), though
existent.

Let us now look at the distribution of points
given by the survey per search strategy, which can
be seen in Figure 4.2. For all participants, for both
DFS surveys, there was on average: 0.5 times given
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a score of 0 points (which is the most unsatisfying
option), 8 times score of 1 point, 11.5 times a score
of 2 points (the neutral option), 27 times a score of
3 points, and 22.5 times a score of 4 points (which
is the most satisfying option).

For the average of both BFS surveys over all par-
ticipants, there was on average: 1 time a score of
0 points given (most negative option), 5.5 times a
score of 1 point, 9.5 times a score of 2 points (neu-
tral), 25.5 times a score of 3 points, and 28.5 times
a score of 4 points (most positive option).

For BFS, the bar of 4 points is the highest bar,
while for DFS that is the case for the bar of 3 points.

Figure 4.2: Averaged distribution of points per
search strategy.

When taking into account that all points are
added up to make up the normalized system us-
ability scores, it is also interesting to look at the
(total) points per survey and per search strategy.
This can be seen in Figure 4.3. The total number of
points for the first and second survey for DFS and
the first and second survey for BFS are compared.

What is interesting here, is that DFS got more
points in the second survey, compared to the first
survey. This was expected, as participants would
get to know the system better, after using it for a
while. BFS scored overall more points than DFS.

When one takes the average of those points over
all participants, without excluding participants as
outliers, the averaged normalized system usability
scores per survey per search strategy are derived.
This is done by dividing the points in Figure 4.3
by 7 participants and multiplying by 2.5 to get the
normalized version of the system usability scores,
which can be seen in Figure 4.4 with standard de-
viations and in 4.6 without standard deviations.

The standard deviations in Figure 4.4 are high,

Figure 4.3: Number of total points given in the
surveys per search strategy. The maximum score
is 4 points for all 10 questions for all 7 partici-
pants (280).

Figure 4.4: Normalized system usability scores
per search strategy, averaged over all partici-
pants, with standard deviations.

because participants gave scores between 47.5 and
97.5, but since the important part is the difference
between the search strategies (which can be seen
more clearly in Figure 4.5) rather than in-between,
this figure is also shown without standard devia-
tions in Figure 4.6.

In Figure 4.5, the difference between system us-
ability scores is taken as the breadth-first search
strategy minus the depth-first strategy, to have as
many positive (and therefore understandable) val-
ues as possible.

Although the standard deviations are high, the
average and most of the standard deviation parts
are above the null line, including the whole stan-
dard deviation of the average of both surveys per
search strategy (which goes from 0 to 10). This
means, since we took BFS − DFS as value, and
since it is a positive value, that the BFS scores are
really higher than the ones for DFS.
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Figure 4.5: Differences between system usability
scores of the breadth-first search strategy and
depth-first search strategy.

What is interesting in Figure 4.6, is that the nor-
malized system usability scores averaged over all
participants for the BFS strategy are almost the
same for survey 1 and 2, consequently being almost
the same as the average of the two surveys for BFS.

Again, overall, the BFS scores are higher than
the DFS scores, and DFS has a higher system us-
ability score with the second survey, due to partic-
ipants getting used to the two systems.

Figure 4.6: Normalized system usability scores
per search strategy, averaged over all partici-
pants.

If the system usability scores for averaged DFS
and averaged BFS would add up to 100, then
48.37% of the points given in the surveys would
have gone to the DFS strategy, and 51.63% of the
points given in the surveys would have gone to the
BFS strategy. This can be seen in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Percentage of the total score given
to both search strategies.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

This research project started out with the research
question whether it was possible to build an au-
tomatic semantic tableau prover for many-valued
logics in Prolog with a likable interface for both
depth-first and breadth-first search, and which one
of them would be the preferred in terms of usability.

The usability of these two systems was tested by
a System Usability Score in a survey with a Likert
scale by 7 participants of the Univerity of Gronin-
gen, who had followed the course Advanced Logic.

As told before, there is not much research to
find about many-valued logic provers in Prolog, let
alone about the usability of such tableau provers.
Therefore, my research cannot be compared to
other research yet.

It became clear that it is possible to build a
tableau prover for many-valued logics in Prolog,
but that implementing a breadth-first search inter-
face in Prolog’s depth-first search structure requires
some further thoughts.

Furthermore, it was apparent that the breadth-
first search interface of the tableau prover was
(slightly) preferred over the depth-first search in-
terface by the participants of this experiment.

What was interesting in the results, is that for
the depth-first search strategy there was a notice-
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able increase in likability for the system in the sec-
ond survey, as participants would get to know and
get used to the two systems more, and therefore
understand and like it more.

If converted to grades, the depth-first search
would have gotten a 7.2 and the breadth-first search
would have gotten a 7.7 by the 7 participants of this
experiment.

The most informative graph is the one where
each line represents one participant (Figure 4.1).
This is the case because you can see the difference
in likability between participants (which is large)
and the difference in usability scores within partic-
ipants (which is small). Subsequently, it it visible
that the breadth-first search strategy of the system
was preferred, as most of the lines go upwards.

Also, in the comments of the survey, it was stated
multiple times that participants found that the dif-
ferent solutions to a proof (represented by branches
of the tableau) were more clear in the B system
(breadth-first search), than in the D system (depth-
first search). One participant even noted that the
proof output in the B system looks most similar to
what students have to write on paper for the course
Advanced Logic.

This reflects the point that for both surveys, the
breadth-first search interface got a higher system
usability score.

5.1 Critiques

When the results are critically evaluated, one comes
across some assumptions and limitations of the sys-
tem and the experiment.

The proof that participants had to make on pa-
per was short: only one branch splitting was nec-
essary. The automatic tableau prover also had this
limitation.

This could have affected the results, as one could
argue that a depth-first search strategy has a bigger
advantage than breadth-first search strategy, as the
tableau proofs grow big with many branches.

This is because with breadth-first search, one
could lose sight of all formulas and literals on all
different branches, while for depth-first search you
continue on one branch till it is completed. This
could mean that this research only confirmed that
for small tableaux, the breadth-first search strategy
was preferred both on paper and in the system.

Also, all 7 participants came form the University
of Groningen, and had followed the Advanced Logic
course there.

This could have affected the results, as professors
of the University of Groningen have had an influ-
ence (by teaching in a certain way) on the prefer-
ence of search strategies used on tableaux by stu-
dents.

This could mean that students at other univer-
sities, with different professors, have other prefer-
ences for tableau prover interfaces.

5.2 Future research

Based on the above-mentioned limitations, it is
highly suggested that for future research, (1)
provers are made that can handle bigger proofs, (2)
bigger proofs are tested, and (3) students across dif-
ferent universities participate in the experiments.

It could also be interesting to expand the tableau
prover to different kinds of logics like classical logic
or other many-valued logics like  L3, RM3.

Finally, for future research on usability of auto-
matic tableau provers building on this, it is advised
to take some of the comments into account that
were derived form this experiment, which can be
seen in the Appendix. Some examples of student’s
suggestions are: make a manual for the system for
how to interpret it, do not solve the premises and
conclusion apart from each other, and leave the
counter-model as it is now.
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A Appendix

——————————————————————
This prover works as follows: you type ‘prove([’
followed by the premises that you assume, then
you type ‘], ‘|’, ’ followed by either fde, k3 or lp,
representing the logics that this system can handle,
followed by ‘, [’ and the conclusion that you want
to test, followed by ‘]).’, like so:

prove([premises], ‘|’, fde/k3/lp, [conclusion]).

Here are some tableaux rules of those logics, to
refresh your memory a bit.

see Figure 2.5.

Now I would like you to make this tableau com-
plete, and you may use the tableaux rules from
above:

¬A ∧ ¬E `FDE ¬((A ∧B) ∨ (D ∧ E)
¬A ∧ ¬E,+

¬((A ∧B) ∨ (D ∧ E),−

Now the experimenter fills in D or B for the first
question.

Now you may copy, one by one, the 3 first prove
sentences into the prover system on your left, which
represents the first system, system D. You may hit
enter, and then ‘;’ until you see ‘false’. After that
you do a survey for system D.
The next 3 prove sentences are for the prover sys-
tem on your right, again followed by a correspond-
ing survey. This whole thing is them once more re-
peated with the next prover sentences, after which
you can get your homemade treat.
——————————————————————

Figure A.1: Instructions given to the partici-
pants to do the experiment. The experiment
consisted of two times: using the D system, fol-
lowed by doing the D survey, using the B sys-
tem, and doing the B survey.

Figure A.2: Prolog queries given to participants
to test and use the two systems.
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——————————————————————
1. I think that I would like to use this system
frequently in the future, when I have to make
Logic proofs.
2. I thought the system was hard to use.
3. I found the various functions in this system were
well integrated.
4. The system does not have a clean and simple
presentation / navigation.
5. I found this system not too complex.
6. I thought there was not sufficient consistency in
this system.
7. I would imagine that most students of Advanced
Logic would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. The information in the system (the logic rules)
is not credible / trustworthy.
9. I would recommend this system to a friend or a
colleague who is interested in logic.
10. Overall, I didn’t find the interface of the system
to be user-friendly.
Comments:
What do you consider to be a (un)useful aspect of
this D system? why?
——————————————————————

Figure A.3: Questions that were asked in the
survey. The scale of the answers goes from
strongly disagree to strongly agree. Only the
last 2 questions are open questions.

——————————————————————
- I am missing explanation on the syntax.
- The interface is not really user-friendly, because
the branch is not shown very clearly and the com-
mand is not very easily entered.
- I have found it slightly confusing that when there
is a branching, the system first displays one part
of the branch, then outputs information and then
continues with the other part.
- You could insert at the beginning of the system
a definition of how your sentence works with the
premise, and conclusion that you have inserted, the
type of logic, and an overall introduction on how to
expect and interpret the functioning of the system.
For someone with experience, it is very easy to fol-
low, but someone who is new to logic might not be
able to fully understand it at first glance.
- The heading for premises solving threw me off a
bit, but it became clear later on.
- The interface could be more clear. It would be
useful if it is directly clear what is going on and
what the output means.
- When there is a branch splitting, it is not directly
clear what happens (but after you have seen one, it
is). Furthermore, in the ’prove-function’, there are
many commas and it is not entirely clear what they
all mean.
- I find the system useful: It saves a lot of work for
determining the solution of complex formula’s and
it makes no mistakes.
- The counter-model looks good.
- The system is useful because it gives a clear pre-
sentation of the tableaux and how it reaches a con-
clusion, so that people won’t have to manually test
everything, but also for students to check that their
solutions are correct and teaching them how to
solve them on their own.
- I find it useful that you don’t have to draw your
whole tree yourself.
——————————————————————

Figure A.4: Comments of participants on the
first survey on the depth-first search version of
the system.
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——————————————————————
- The way that the branching was depicted kind
of confused me, and it maybe would have been
clearer for me if the premises and conclusion were
not solved ’independently’ like this.
- The branching looks a bit cleaner than in the B
system.
- There are small partly solving the premises or
conclusion before going to the premises solving or
conclusion solving. It is also inconsistent between
the premises and the conclusion.
- Getting the branches in depth-first is annoying! I
want to see the whole tableau!
——————————————————————

Figure A.5: Comments of participants on the
second survey of the depth-first search version
of the system. Note that the participant who
made the last comment, already guessed that
the D system was implemented as a depth-first
search strategy.

——————————————————————
- Again, I am missing an explanation on the
syntax, and I am still unsure how to interpreted
’notzz’, as brackets seem to be missing.
- I did not see much difference with the previous
system.
- I found the branching in the B system a bit more
clear than the D system.
- My comments are the same as for D system.
- I do not see much difference between system B
and D at first glance.
- I found that the different solutions, relating to the
different branches, were clear.
- I did like this system better than the D system,
since the approach to branches that have to split is
easier to read and follow.
- I thought the branching was depicted more clearly
in this system.
- I found it useful hat you don’t have to draw your
whole tree yourself, and that the branches are bet-
ter visualized than in the D system.
——————————————————————

Figure A.6: Comments of participants on the
first survey on the breadth-first search version
of the system.

——————————————————————
- I think the system would be really clear if there
indeed was a manual. Apart from that, I am
unsure about the consistency of bracketing etc.
- I think this system gives a more clear overview
by directly showing the different branches. It looks
like when you make trees on paper. If you are only
interested in one solution, or if the statements be-
come very lengthy, I think it can become less clear.
- I think that this system is more clear. When there
is a formula that should be followed by a split
branch, it should be re-written again, instead of
starting with the branching symbol right-away
- The tableaux presentation: it’s nice to see the
whole tableaux! I also like that you added the clo-
sure rules.
- I liked the branching with the ’OR’, but the /\
and // kind of confused me.
- Maybe it is harder to use the system when you
have to type in the queries yourself, instead of copy-
pasting them. The branches would be a bit more
easy to read if the ORs were aligned. Lastly, maybe
the number of the branch could be shown before the
positive and negative literals so that you know to
which branch they belong.
——————————————————————

Figure A.7: Comments of participants on the
second survey on the breadth-first search ver-
sion of the system.
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